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Select Perfect Cotton – Plus (400m)
This multi-purpose 60wt thread is available in 60 luscious colors – everything a hand piecer 
loves about quilting! Features long staple Egyptian Cotton thread “Plus” has the added 
strength of a polyester core needed for machine piecing and quilting! Just one try and you 
will agree it is the “Perfect Cotton” Thread!

Select Para-Cotton-Poly (400m)
This 80wt thread comes in 40 amazing colors and has been thermally treated to remove 
undesired stretchiness and shrinkage. This unique process makes the thread feel, stitch and 
look like mercerized cotton! Ideal for quilters, fiber artists and embroiderers. 

Select Class “15” and Class “L” Bobbins
Now quilters can enjoy the use of bobbins just like embroiderers! The 80wt Para-Cotton-
Poly makes for the perfect bobbin thread. And with 40 colors available, you no longer have 
to waste time winding up thread to match your quilting project! Once you have use one of 
these dazzling color bobbins, you’ll want every single color!

Select Invisible Thread (380 yard spool)
Our premium polyester monofilament threads are amazing for both the upper and lower 
thread! This soft clear thread option will save you time and is perfect for quilting, basting, 
bindings, appliqués, zippers and more! Available in Select Clear and Select Smoke colors.

Select Threads & Bobbins

Select Tools

Experience 
the Difference

Select Dual Side Cutting Mats
These multilayer mats are usable on both sides, with function and versatility in mind. The 
one-inch lines with two sets of corresponding numbers that are placed around the perimeter 
of the mat can be read left to right AND right to left – this means never losing your place or 
having to count backwards! Available in multiple sizes. 

Select Non-Slip Rulers
Features easy-to-read lines for marking and measuring fabric, as well as multiple angles. 
Available in multiple sizes, each ruler has a unique non-slip coating that makes for more 
accurate cutting! New for 2020 is are Precision Machine Quilting Rulers, a new line of 
rulers specifically designed for machine quilting & long arm quilting!

Select Deluxe Rotary Cutter  (45mm or 60mm)
The Select Rotary Cutter’s innovative ambidextrous design ensures precise cutting from the 
left or right side. The unique and easy magnetic blade replacement system means you’ll 
never drop a blade again! Replacement blades available in 45mm packs of 1 blade or 5 
blades, and 60mm packs of 1 blade or 3 blades.

Select  Self-Erase Marker 
2-in-1 Precision Tip Fabric Marker with Eraser, for quilting, decorative embroidery, handicraft, 
dressmaking and more! And the marks will disappear after 1 to 7 days!

Select Glue Stick  
Specially formulated for fabrics, this tool is simple to use without the hassle of pin holes. The 
glue applies yellow and then dries clear, creating a temporary bond while the fabric remains 
pliable. The Select Glue Stick is a quick, convenient way to secure fabrics in place during 
sewing, quilting or appliqué. Non-toxic, Non-acidic

Select Ruler Handle 
Lifts rulers or quilting templates without damage to fingers! Helps you accurately mark 
and cut your materials, while adjusting on the fly and it is designed for ambidextrous use! 
The suction cup can be easily released from surfaces by lifting up the small tab on the soft 
plastic edge.

Select “WAVE” Appliqué Scissors  
The precision point of this duckbill scissor makes quick work of cutting tight angles and 
corners! Features German Grade Stainless steel blades and a wave design that separates 
and lifts fabric that is cut away, while also guarding the base fabric – ideal for appliqué! 
Available in right-handed and left-handed editions!


